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DEFINITIVE COMPUTATION OF BERNSTEIN-SATO
POLYNOMIALS
ANTON LEYKIN
Abstrat. Let n and d be positive integers, let k be a eld and let P (n, d; k)
be the spae of the polynomials in n variables of degree at most d with o-
eients in k. Let B(n, d) be the set of the Bernstein-Sato polynomials of
all polynomials in P (n, d; k) as k varies over all elds of harateristi 0. G.
Lyubeznik proved that B(n, d) is a nite set and asked if, for a xed k, the set
of the polynomials orresponding to eah element of B(n, d) is a onstrutible
subset of P (n, d; k).
In this paper we give an armative answer to Lyubeznik's question by
showing that the set in question is indeed onstrutible and dened over Q,
i.e. its dening equations are the same for all elds k. Moreover, we on-
strut an algorithm that for eah pair (n, d) produes a omplete list of the
elements of B(n, d) and, for eah element of this list, an expliit desription
of the onstrutible set of polynomials having this partiular Bernstein-Sato
polynomial.
1. Introdution
Throughout this paper k is a eld of harateristi 0, Rn(k) = k[x1, ..., xn] is
the ring of polynomials in n variables and An(k) = k 〈x1, ..., xn, ∂1, ..., ∂n〉 is the
orresponding Weyl algebra, i.e. an assoiative k-algebra generated by x's and ∂'s
with the relations ∂ixi = xi∂i + 1 for all i.
For every polynomial f∈ Rn(k) there are b(s) ∈ k[s] and Q(x, ∂, s) ∈ An(k)[s]
suh that
b(s)f s = Q(x, ∂, s) · f s+1.(1.1)
The polynomials b(s) for whih equation (1.1) exists form an ideal in k[s]. The
moni generator of this ideal is denoted by bf (s) and alled the Bernstein-Sato
polynomial of f. The roots of bf (s) are rational, in partiular, b(s) ∈ Q[s], where Q
is the eld of rational numbers. A good introdution to D-modules may be found
in [B℄.
The simplest harateristis of a polynomial f are its degree d and its number
of variables n. This paper is motivated by the following natural question: what
an one say about bf(s) in terms of n and d? We give what may be regarded as a
omplete answer to this question. Namely, we desribe an algorithm that for xed
n and d gives a omplete list of all possible Bernstein-Sato polynomials and, for
eah polynomial b(s) in this list, a omplete desription of the polynomials f suh
that bf (s) = b(s).
Let P (n, d; k) be the set of all the equivalene lasses of the non-zero polynomials
of degree at most d in n variables with oeients in k modulo the equivalene
relation f ∼ g ⇔ f = c · g for some 0 6= c ∈ k. Note that bf (s) = bg(s) if
f ∼ g. We view P (n, d; k) as the set of the k-rational points of the projetive
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spae P(n, d; k) ∼= PN−1k where N is the number of monomials in n variables of
degree at most d. G. Lyubeznik [L℄ dened B(n, d) as the set of all the Bernstein-
Sato polynomials of all the polynomials from P (n, d; k) as k varies over all elds
of harateristi 0 and he proved that B(n, d) is a nite set. He also asked if the
subset of P(n, d; k) orresponding to a given element of B(n, d) is onstrutible. In
this paper we give an armative answer to Lyubeznik's question. The onstrutible
sets in question turn out to be denable over Q, i.e. their dening equations and
inequalities are the same for all elds k.
A ruial ingredient in our proof is the fat, very reently disovered by T. Oaku
[O℄ that there is an algorithm that, given a polynomial f , returns its Bernstein-Sato
polynomial bf (s). Using Oaku's algorithm and our proof of the onstrutibility of
the set of polynomials f having a xed bf (s) we have developed an algorithm for
the denitive omputation of the Bernstein-Sato polynomials for eah pair (n, d),
by whih we mean that our algorithm, given n and d, returns the list of all the
elements of B(n, d) and for eah b(s) ∈ B(n, d), a nite number of loally losed
sets Vi = V
′
i \ V
′′
i , where V
′
i and V
′′
i are Zariski losed subsets of P(n, d;Q) dened
by expliit polynomial equations with rational oeients, suh that for every eld
k of harateristi 0, the subset of P (n, d; k) having b(s) as the Bernstein-Sato
polynomial is the set of k-rational points of
S(b(s), k) = (∪iVi)⊗Q k ⊂ P(n, d;Q)⊗Q k = P(n, d; k).
The denitive omputation for xed n and d ould be useful in a number of
ways. For example, it would produe an algorithm for the omputation of bf (s)
for f ∈ P (n, d; k) that is likely to be onsiderably more eient than all other
urrently available algorithms. It would also produe the smallest integer t suh
that Rn(k)f is generated by
1
ft
as an An(k)-module for all f of degree at most d (this
integer is denoted t(n, d) in [L℄). Moreover, using a similar tehnique we develop
an algorithm for a quasi-denitive omputation of the annihilator of
1
ft
in An(k),
whih, provided t is known, gives a presentation of Rn(k)f as an An(k)-module
(see Example 2.4). We all it quasi-denitive beause its output is not uniquely
determined (see Remark 6.7). The last algorithm is partiularly important for
U. Walther's algorithmi omputation of loal ohomology modules [Wa℄. These
appliations are disussed in the next setion. More appliations will undoubtedly
arise in the future.
The results of this paper are a part of my thesis. I would like to thank my
advisor Gennady Lyubeznik for suggesting this problem to me.
2. Examples and Disussion
Our algorithms have been implemented as sripts written in the Maaulay 2
programming language (see [M2℄). In this setion we give some examples of atual
omputations and disuss possible uses of the results of omputation.
Example 2.1. If n = 2 and d = 2 then
f = a20x
2 + a11xy + a02y
2 + a10x+ a01y + a00,
so P (2, 2; k) is the set of the k-rational points of the projetive spae P(2, 2; k) = P5k
with the homogeneous oordinate ring k[aij ], i, j = 0, 1, 2. It takes our program
less than 20 minutes on 300MHz Pentium-II mahine to produe
B(2, 2) = {1, s+ 1, (s+ 1)2, (s+ 1)(s+
1
2
)}
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and give a desription of the orresponding onstrutible sets of polynomials from
B(2, 2) whih is essentially equivalent to the following:
• bf (s) = 1 i f ∈ V1 = V ′1 \ V
′′
1 , where V
′
1 = V (a1,1, a0,1, a0,2, a1,0, a2,0), while
V ′′1 = V (a0,0),
• bf (s) = s+1 i f ∈ V2 = (V ′2 \V
′′
2 )∪ (V
′
3 \V
′′
3 ), where V
′
2 = V (0), V
′′
2 = V (γ1),
V ′3 = V (γ2, γ3, γ4), V
′′
3 = V (γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6, γ7, γ8),
• bf (s) = (s+ 1)2 i f ∈ V ′4 \ V
′′
4 , where V
′
4 = V (γ1), V
′′
4 = V (γ2, γ3, γ4),
• bf (s) = (s+1)(s+
1
2 ) i f ∈ V
′
5 \V
′′
5 , where V
′
5 = V (γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6, γ7, γ8), while
V ′′5 = V (a1,1, a0,1, a0,2, a1,0, a2,0),
where γi may be looked up in this list:
γ1 = a0,2a
2
1,0 − a0,1a1,0a1,1 + a0,0a
2
1,1 + a
2
0,1a2,0 − 4a0,0a0,2a2,0,
γ2 = 2a0,2a1,0 − a0,1a1,1,
γ3 = a1,0a1,1 − 2a0,1a2,0,
γ4 = a
2
1,1 − 4a0,2a2,0,
γ5 = 2a0,2a1,0 − a0,1a1,1,
γ6 = a
2
0,1 − 4a0,0a0,2,
γ7 = a0,1a1,0 − 2a0,0a1,1,
γ8 = a
2
1,0 − 4a0,0a2,0.
It is not hard to see that this denitive omputation agrees with the well-known
result that bf (s) = 1 i f is onstant, bf(s) = s+ 1 i f is non-onstant and non-
singular, and bf(s) = (s + 1)
2
( resp. bf(s) = (s + 1)(s+
1
2 ) ) i f an be redued
to xy (resp. x2) by a linear hange of variables.
The denitive omputation for xed n and d is likely to lead to a onsiderably
more eient way of omputing bf (s) for f ∈ P (n, d; k). Namely, to ompute
bf(s) for a onrete polynomial f one just has to searh the database, i.e. hek
whih of the onstrutible sets this polynomial belongs to. Sine there are nitely
many of them and eah one is desribed by expliit equations and inequalities in
the oeients of f and eah f belongs to a unique one, we get a straightforward
algorithm for omputing bf (s) for all f ∈ P (n, d; k).
All other known algorithms for omputing bf (s) involve Gröbner bases ompu-
tations. Often bf(s) is not very big but its omputation is enormous beause of the
"intermediate explosion" aused by the fat that Gröbner bases omputations are
very time and memory onsuming. But the algorithm of searhing the database
does not involve any Gröbner bases at all! For this reason it is likely to be onsid-
erably more eient in omputing f for f ∈ P (n, d; k), espeially if the eld k is
the fration eld of some nitely generated Q-algebra, so that ordinary arithmeti
operations in k and hene Gröbner bases omputations are espeially expensive.
Certainly the algorithm just desribed requires setting up the database. A
denitive omputation for n and d must be performed just one. This part may
be done on a powerful omputer (we have in mind implementing some parallel
proessing tehniques) and the results of this omputation may then be stored in a
le aessible for not-so-powerful mahines, whih are apable of performing the
searh the database part. However a denitive omputation even for rather small
values of n and d with the modest omputer resoures at our disposal and with
the urrent level of eieny of our program faes its own "intermediate explosion"
problem.
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Example 2.2. If n = 2 and d = 3 then
f = a3,0x
3 + a2,1x
2y + a1,2xy
2 + a0,3y
3
+ a2,0x
2 + a1,1xy + a0,2y
2 + a1,0x+ a0,1y + a0,0,
so P (2, 3; k) is the set of the k-rational points of P(2, 3; k) = P9k with the homoge-
neous oordinate ring that involves 10 variables. Our program exhausts all available
memory, 128Mb, of the omputer after about 3 hours and stops without produing
an answer. However, a somewhat reative use of our program enables us to give a
omplete list of all the elements of B(2, 3) (but not the expliit desriptions of the
onstrutible sets orresponding to eah element of B(2, 3)):
Sine for any nonsingular polynomial its Bernstein-Sato polynomial is equal to
s+1, it remains to onsider the ase where our f ∈ P(2, 3; k) possesses a singularity
at some point (x0, y0). Keeping in mind that the Bernstein-Sato polynomial is
stable under any linear substitution of variables, we may get rid of its linear part
via the substitution x 7→ x− x0, y 7→ y − y0, i.e. f takes the form
f = (ax3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3) + (a′x2 + b′xy + c′y2).
Now it is easy to see that by homogeneous linear transformation the quadrati part
may be shaped to one of the forms 0, xy, x2. Therefore it is enough to ompute
the Bernstein-Sato polynomial for the following polynomials:
f1 = ax
3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3,
f2 = (ax
3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3) + xy,
f3 = (ax
3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3) + x2.
Our program returns the omplete sets of possible Bernstein-Sato polynomials for
f1 in 22 minutes, for f2 in 16 minutes and for f3 in 21 minutes. Of ourse, in eah of
the three ases our program produes an expliit desription of the orresponding
onstrutible set in P3k (eah of fi ontains 4 indeterminate oeients) for eah
element b(s) ∈ Bfi . We omit these and list only the Bernstein-Sato polynomials:
Bf1 = { (s+ 1)
2(s+
2
3
)(s+
4
3
),
(s+ 1)2(s+
1
2
),
(s+ 1)(s+
2
3
)(s+
1
3
) };
Bf2 = { (s+ 1)
2 };
Bf3 = { (s+ 1)(s+
7
6
)(s+
5
6
),
(s+ 1)2(s+
3
4
)(s+
5
4
),
(s+ 1)2(s+
1
2
),
(s+ 1)(s+
1
2
) }.
Thus
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B(2, 3) = { (s+ 1)2(s+
2
3
)(s+
4
3
),
(s+ 1)2(s+
1
2
),
(s+ 1)(s+
2
3
)(s+
1
3
),
(s+ 1)2,
(s+ 1)(s+
7
6
)(s+
5
6
),
(s+ 1)2(s+
3
4
)(s+
5
4
),
(s+ 1)(s+
1
2
),
s+ 1,
1 }.
As was mentioned above, only the eieny of the algorithm and the urrent
eieny of omputer hardware and software obstrut us from getting a omplete
desription of the onstrutible sets that orrespond to the polynomials above.
As was pointed out in [L℄, t(n, d) (whih is dened in the last paragraph of the
preeding setion) is the largest absolute value of all the negative integer roots of
all the polynomials in B(n, d). Thus we get
Corollary 2.3. t(2, 3) = 1, i.e. if f ∈ R2(k) is of degree at most 3, then
1
f
generates R2(k)f as an A2(k)-module.
To ompute the loalization of Rn(k) at a polynomial f 6= 0 one needs to ompute
Annf s ⊂ An(k)[s] and take N = Annf s|s=a, where a is the minimal integer root
of bf (s). Then Rn(k)f = An(k)/N as an An(k)-module (see Setion 5 below).
Using a tehnique similar to that for omputing Bernstein-Sato polynomials, we
onstruted an algorithm for a quasi-denitive omputation of Annf s for all f ∈
P (n, d; k). By this we mean an expliit subdivision of P(n, d; k) into a nite union
of onstrutible subsets and for eah suh subset V, an expliit nite set of elements
β1, β2, ... ∈ An(k)[ai1...in ][s] with i1 + ...+ in ≤ d, suh that Ann(f
s) = (β′1, β
′
2, ...)
for every f ∈ V , where β′i is the image of βi under the speialization of the ai1...in
to the orresponding oeients of f .
Example 2.4. Here is what we got for P (2, 2; k) (See Example 2.1 for notation):
• Ann(f s) = (β1, β2, β3) if f ∈ (V ′1 \ V
′′
1 ) ∪ (V
′
2 \ (V
′′
2,1 ∪ V
′′
2,2)), where V
′
1 =
V (0), V ′′1 = V (γ1), V
′
2 = V (γ2, γ3, γ4), V
′′
2,1 = V (a1,1, a0,2, a0,1) and V
′′
2,2 =
V (γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6, γ7);
• Ann(f s) = (β1, β4) if f ∈ V
′
3 \V
′′
3 , where V
′
3 = V (γ1), while V
′′
3 = V (γ2, γ3, γ4);
• Ann(f s) = (β5, β6) if f ∈ V ′4 \ (V
′′
4,1 ∪V
′′
4,2), where V
′
4 = V (γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6, γ7),
V ′′4,1 = V (a1,0, a2,0, a1,1, γ5) and V
′′
4,2 = (a1,1, a0,2, a0,1, γ7);
• Ann(f s) = (β7, β8) if f ∈ V ′5 \ V
′′
5 , where V
′
5 = V (a1,0, a2,0, a1,1, γ5), while
V ′′5 = V (a1,1, a0,1, a0,2, a1,0, a2,0);
• Ann(f s) = (β9, β10) if f ∈ V ′6 \ V
′′
6 , where V
′
6 = V (a1,1, a0,2, a0,1, γ7), while
V ′′5 = V (a1,1, a0,1, a0,2, a1,0, a2,0);
• Ann(f s) = (β9, β11) if f ∈ (V ′7 \ V
′′
7 ) ∪ V
′
8 , where V
′
7 = V (a1,1, a0,2, a0,1),
V ′′7 = V (a1,1, a0,2, a0,1, γ7) and V
′
8 = V (a1,1, a0,1, a0,2, a1,0, a2,0);
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where the polynomials βi are listed below:
β1 = a1,1x1dx1 + 2a0,2x2dx1 − 2a2,0x1dx2 − a1,1x2dx2 + a0,1dx1 − a1,0dx2,
β2 = a1,1a2,0x
2
1dx1+a
2
1,1x1x2dx1+a0,2a1,1x
2
2dx1−2a
2
2,0x
2
1dx2−2a1,1a2,0x1x2dx2
−2a0,2a2,0x22dx2 − a
2
1,1sx2 + 4a0,2a2,0sx2 + a1,0a1,1x1dx1 + a0,1a1,1x2dx1
−2a1,0a2,0x1dx2−2a0,1a2,0x2dx2−a1,0a1,1s+2a0,1a2,0s+a0,0a1,1dx1−2a0,0a2,0dx2,
β3 = a2,0x
2
1dx2 + a1,1x1x2dx2 + a0,2x
2
2dx2 − a1,1sx1 − 2a0,2sx2 + a1,0x1dx2
+a0,1x2dx2 − a0,1s+ a0,0dx2,
β4 = a
2
1,1x1dx1 − 4a0,2a2,0x1dx1 + a
2
1,1x2dx2 − 4a0,2a2,0x2dx2 − 2a
2
1,1s
+8a0,2a2,0s− 2a0,2a1,0dx1 + a0,1a1,1dx1 + a1,0a1,1dx2 − 2a0,1a2,0dx2,
β5 = a1,1dx1 − 2a2,0dx2,
β6 = 2a2,0x1dx2 + a1,1x2dx2 − 2a1,1s+ a1,0dx2,
β7 = dx1,
β8 = 2a0,2x2dx2 − 4a0,2s+ a0,1dx2,
β9 = dx2,
β10 = 2a2,0x1dx1 − 4a2,0s+ a1,0dx1,
β11 = a2,0x
2
1dx1 − 2a2,0sx1 + a1,0x1dx1 − a1,0s+ a0,0dx1,
and the polynomials γi are in this list:
γ1 = a0,2a
2
1,0 − a0,1a1,0a1,1 + a0,0a
2
1,1 + a
2
0,1a2,0 − 4a0,0a0,2a2,0,
γ2 = 2a0,2a1,0 − a0,1a1,1,
γ3 = a1,0a1,1 − 2a0,1a2,0,
γ4 = a
2
1,1 − 4a0,2a2,0,
γ5 = a
2
0,1 − 4a0,0a0,2,
γ6 = a0,1a1,0 − 2a0,0a1,1,
γ7 = a
2
1,0 − 4a0,0a2,0.
3. Construtible Sets
In this setion we desribe some of the properties of onstrutible sets that are
used in the next setion. We reall that a set is onstrutible i it is a nite union
of loally losed sets and a set is loally losed i it is the dierene of two losed
sets.
Theorem 3.1. Let C be a onstrutible subset of a variety X. Then C may be
presented uniquely as a disjoint union
⋃m
i=1(V
′
i \ V
′′
i ), where for all i the sets V
′
i
and V ′′i are losed, V
′
1 ⊃ V
′′
1 ⊃ V
′
2 ⊃ V
′′
2 ⊃ ... ⊃ V
′
m ⊃ V
′′
m and no two onsequent
sets in this hain have an irreduible omponent in ommon. We all it a anonial
presentation of C as a union of loally losed subsets.
Proof. Let d(C) be the maximal dimension of an irreduible omponent in C¯. The
only possible hoies for V ′1 and V
′
2 . Now V
′
1 = C¯ and V
′′
1 = V
′
1 \ C and let
C1 = C ∩ V ′′1 . Note that d(C1) < d(C) and we may assume by indution on d that
the hain V ′2 ⊃ V
′′
2 ⊃ ... ⊃ V
′
m ⊃ V
′′
m suh that C
′ =
⋃m
i=2(V
′
i \ V
′′
i ) exists and is
unique. Then V ′1 ⊃ V
′′
1 ⊃ V
′
2 ⊃ V
′′
2 ⊃ ... ⊃ V
′
m ⊃ V
′′
m is the unique hain for C,
whih satises the ondition in the statement.
Remark 3.2. There is an algorithmi way for onstruting suh a presentation,
starting with C presented as a union of nonempty sets Wα \ (W
(1)
α ∪ ... ∪W
(hα)
α ),
where Wα and W
(i)
α are losed irreduible subsets and Wα ⊃ W
(i)
α for all i. Let
d(C) = maxα dimWα (whih agrees with the denition in the proof of the theorem).
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Let V ′1 be the union of all maximal elements in the set {Wα} and V
′′
1 be the
union of allW
(i)
α that are minimal with the following property: there is a set of pairs
{(αj, ij)}lj=1 suh thatWα1 is a omponent of V
′
1 ,W
(il)
αl = W
(i)
α andW
(ij)
αj ⊃Wαj−1
for all j = 2, ..., l . Now d(C \(V ′1 \V
′′
1 )) is less than d(C), therefore, we may assume
again by indution on d that we are able to onstrut the rest of V ′i and V
′′
i .
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a variety and f : X → Y a map into any nite set Y . Then
f−1(y) is onstrutible for every y ∈ Y i for every losed irreduible subvariety
X ′ ⊂ X there is an open U ⊂ X ′ suh that f |U is a onstant funtion.
Proof. Assume the seond part holds. Take any y ∈ Y and let Z = f−1(y). Let
n = dimX and assume the lemma is proved for dimensions less then n. First of all,
sine X is a nite union of its irreduible omponents, we may proeed assuming
that X is irreduible. Let U be an open subset of X suh that f(u) = y′ for all
u ∈ U . If y′ 6= y then Z ⊂ X \ U , whih has dimension less than n and, therefore,
Z is onstrutible by the indution assumption. If y = y′ then (Z \ U) ⊂ (X \ U)
is onstrutible, hene so is Z = U ∪ (Z \ U).
It remains to hek the ase dimX = 0, in whih X is a nite set of points and
is ertainly onstrutible.
Conversely, assume that f−1(y) is onstrutible for every y ∈ Y . Let X ′ ⊂ X be
a losed irreduible subvariety. Then X ′ =
⋃
y∈Y (f
−1(y) ∩ X ′) and, sine Y is a
nite set and X ′ is irreduible, the losure of X ′y = f
−1(y) ∩X ′ for some y ∈ Y is
equal to X ′. But X ′y is onstrutible, hene it is open in its losure X
′
y = X
′
.
4. Parametri Gröbner Bases
This setion desribes an approah to omputing parametri Gröbner bases in
Weyl algebras. A good soure on omputing Gröbner bases in non-ommutative
algebras is [KR,We℄. For a disussion of parametri Gröbner bases, whih leads to
the notion of omprehensive Gröbner bases, see [We℄ for the ommutative ase and
[K,We℄ for the ase of solvable algebras. However, everything that is needed for
this paper is stated and proved in this setion.
Let C = k[a¯] (a¯ = {a1, ..., am}) be the ring of parameters and R = C
〈
y¯, x¯, ∂¯
〉
be
the ring of non-ommutative polynomials in y¯ = {y1, ..., yl}, x¯ = {x1, ..., xn} and
∂¯ = {∂1, ..., ∂n} with oeients in C, where x¯ and ∂¯ satisfy the same relations as
in a Weyl algebra and y¯ is ontained in the enter of R.
Denition 4.1. For a prime P in C, we shall all the natural map C → k(P ) as
well as the indued map R = C
〈
y¯, x¯, ∂¯
〉
→ k(P )
〈
y¯, x¯, ∂¯
〉
, where k(P ) is the residue
eld at P , the speialization at the point P and denote both maps by σP .
The next result is similar to Oaku's Proposition 7 in [O℄.
Let < be an order on monomials in a, y, x and ∂ suh that every ai is << than
any of xj , yj or ∂j (i.e. the order < eliminates xj , yj and ∂j). Assume G is a nite
Gröbner basis in R, then we laim that σP (G) = {σP (g) | g ∈ G} is a Gröbner basis
in σP (R) for almost every P ∈ SpeC. Namely,
Lemma 4.2. For any G there exists a polynomial h ∈ C suh that σP (G) is a
Gröbner basis for every P not ontaining h.
Proof. We need to make some denitions. For a polynomial f let inM(f) be the
initial monomial inC(f) the initial oeient suh that in(f) = inC(f) · inM(f)
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the initial term of f . Also for f ∈ R let inM∗(f) ∈
〈
y¯, x¯, ∂¯
〉
and inC∗(f) ∈ C be
the initial monomial and the initial oeient of f viewed as a polynomial in x, y, ∂
with oeients in C with respet to ≺, the restrition of < to
〈
y¯, x¯, ∂¯
〉
.
One obvious observation is that a speialization σP : (R,<) → (σP (R),≺) pre-
serves the order.
Let h =
∏
g∈G inC∗(g) ∈ C. Consider any P ∈ SpeC not ontaining h. Take a
polynomial f ′ in ideal of σP (R) generated by σP (G), then there is f suh that
f ′ = σP (f) and inM∗(f) = inM(f
′). Sine G is a Gröbner basis in R, we
have inM(g)|inM(f) for some g ∈ G, whih means that inM∗(g)|inM∗(f). Now,
inM(σP (g)) = inM∗(g), beause inC∗(g) /∈ P . Thus inM(σP (g))|inM(σP (f)),
whih proves that σP (G) is a Gröbner basis.
Remark 4.3. The statement of the lemma is true for redued Gröbner bases as well.
The lemma leads to the following
Algorithm 4.4.
Input: F ′: a nite set of generators for a prime ideal Q ⊂ C.
F : a nite set of generators of a left ideal I ⊂ R ontaining QAn,
Output: G: a (redued) Gröbner basis in R with respet to <,
h: a polynomial in C, whih we shall all an exeptional polynomial,
suh that for any P ∈ Spe(k[a1, ..., am]), P ⊃ Q and h /∈ P
the ideal σP (I) ⊂ σP (R) has a σP (G) as a (redued) Gröbner
basis with respet to ≺.
1. Compute a Gröbner basis G of I +QR (whih is generated by F ∪ F ′) .
2. Return G and h =
∏
g∈G\Q inC∗(g).
Remark 4.5. If all polynomials in F ′ and all C-oeients of all elements of F ′ are
homogeneous, then so is the exeptional polynomial h.
5. Oaku's Algorithm
The original algorithm of T.Oaku for omputing the Bernstein-Sato polynomial
appeared in [O℄. However there exist several modiations of the algorithm (see
[S,S,T℄ for example). For our needs a version of the algorithm desribed in [Wa℄
will be utilized.
Let f ∈ Rn(k). Denote by Annf s the ideal of all elements in An(k)[s] annihilat-
ing f s. The following algorithm is Algorithm 4.4. from [Wa℄ with L = (∂1, ..., ∂n).
Algorithm 5.1.
Input: f : a polynomial in Rn(k) ,
Output: {P ′j}: generators of Annf
s
1. Set Q = {∂i +
df
dxi
∂t, t}.
2. Homogenize all qi ∈ Q using the new variable y1 with respet to the weight
w, where w(t) = w(y1) = 1, w(∂t) = w(y2) = −1, w(xi) = w(∂i) = 0. Denote
the homogenized elements qhi .
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3. Compute a Gröbner basis for the ideal generated by qh1 , ... , q
h
r , 1 − y1y2 in
An+1[y1, y2] with respet to an order eliminating y1, y2.
4. Selet the operators {pj}b1 in this basis whih do not ontain y1, y2.
5. For eah pj , if w(pj) > 0 then replae pj by p
′
j = ∂
w(Pj)
t pj else replae pj by
p′j = t
−w(Pj)pj.
6. Return the operators {p′j}
b
1.
The following is Algorithm 4.6 in [Wa℄.
Algorithm 5.2.
Input: f : o polynomial in Rn(k),
Output: bf(s) the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f .
1. Determine Annf s following Algorithm 5.1.
2. Find a redued Gröbner basis for the ideal Annf s + An[s] · f using an order
that eliminates x and ∂.
3. Return the unique element in the basis ontained in k[s].
6. The Main Results
Consider P(n, d; k) with the oordinate ring C = k[a¯], where a¯ = {aα : |α| ≤ d}.
Let f =
∑
|α|≤d aαx
α
.
Denition 6.1. Let b(s) ∈ B(n, d). The orresponding set S(b(s), k) ⊂ P(n, d; k)
in ANk is dened as the set of all the points P ∈ P(n, d; k) suh that bσP (f)(s) = b(s).
(We view points in P(n, d; k) as homogeneous primes in C. See Denition 4.1 for
σP (f).)
Let Q be a homogeneous prime in C. Then σQ(f) is a polynomial with oef-
ients in a eld, hene bfQ(s) may be omputed. What would happen if we run
Algorithm 5.2 trying to ompute bfQ(s) lifting from k(Q), the fration eld of C/Q,
to C every single step of the algorithm? Notie that σQ : C → k(Q) has C/Q
as its image. Sine the steps of the algorithm that do not involve Gröbner bases
omputation do not involve division either, we have to worry only about the two
steps that deal with Gröbner bases. Suppose for these two steps we used 4.4 with
F ′ is a set generating Q, in partiular we obtained the exeptional polynomials h1
and h2. Set h = h1h2, then the output, whih is going to be bσQ(f)(s), is also the
Bernstein-Sato polynomial of σP (f) for every P ⊃ Q suh that h /∈ P . Thus we
have
Algorithm 6.2.
Input: f : a polynomial in Rn(C),
F ′: generators of a homogeneous prime ideal,
Output: b(s): a polynomial in Q[s],
H : generators of a homogeneous ideal in C suh that
b(s) = bσP (f)(s) for every point P ∈ V
′\V ′′,
where V ′ = V (F ′) and V ′′ = V (H) (V ′′ ⊂ V ′ ⊂ P(n, d; k)).
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1. Compute the polynomial b(s) and the exeptional polynomial h as desribed
above.
2. Return b(s) and {h} ∪ F ′.
Remark 6.3. If we onsider C′ = C⊗k′ and f⊗1 ∈ Rn(C′), where k′ is an extension
of k, then b(s) is the Bernstein-Sato polynomial for any point in (V ′⊗k k′)\ (V ′′⊗k
k′).
The next theorem gives an armative answer to Lyubeznik's question about the
onstrutibility of the set S(b(s), k) of Denition 6.1.
Theorem 6.4. The set S(b(s), k) is onstrutible for every b(s).
Proof. The proof follows from the above algorithm. For the funtion φ : P(n, d; k)→
B(n, d), φ(P ) = bσP (f)(s) the following is true. For every projetive V
′ ⊂ P(n, d; k)
there is an open set U = V ′ \ V ′′ ⊂ V ′ suh that f |U is a onstant funtion.
Therefore we may apply Lemma 3.3.
Algorithm 6.2 leads to the main algorithm and theorem of the paper.
Algorithm 6.5. Input: n, d ∈ N.
Output: The set of pairs L = {(b(s), S(b(s)))| b(s) ∈ B(n, d)}, where S(b(s)) =
S(b(s),Q) ⊂ P(n, d;Q).
1. Set L := ∅, f :=
∑
|α|≤d aαx
α
.
2. Dene the reursive proedure BSP(Q), where Q ∈ Spe(Q[a¯]).
BSP(Q) := {
Apply Algorithm 6.2 to V (Q) and f
to get an ideal I in C and b(s) ∈ Q[s];
IF there is a pair (b(s), S) ∈ L
THEN replae it by (b(s), S ∪ (V (Q) \ V (I)))
ELSE L := L ∪ {(b(s), V (Q) \ V (I))};
IF V (I) 6= ∅ THEN {
Find the minimal primes {Qi} assoiated to I;
FOR eah Qi DO BSP(Qi) ;
}
}
3. Run BSP(0).
Remark. This algorithm returns some presentations for onstrutible sets S(b(s),Q),
the anonial presentations for whih may be obtained by using the algorithm dis-
ussed in Remark 3.2.
Corollary 6.6. The set S(b(s), k) is dened over Q, i.e. there exist ideals Ii ⊂ Q[a¯]
and Ji ⊂ Q[a¯] (i = 1, ...,m) suh that for any eld k
S(b(s), k) =
⋃
i
(V ′i \ V
′′
i ),
where V ′i = V (k[a¯]Ii) is the zero set of the extension of Ii and V
′′
i = V (k[a¯]Ji) is
the zero set of the extension of Ji.
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Proof. Follows from the algorithm and Remark 6.3.
The annihilators Ann(f s) are omputed using Algorithm 5.1 and the same tehnique
as in the algorithm above. The output is a set of pairs {(Ii, Vi)}, where Ii are the
ideals in An(k)[a¯][s] and Vi are loally losed sets, suh that for any polynomial f
with oeients in k that orresponds to a point P ∈ Vi the ideal Ann(f s) equals
σP (Ii), the ideal Ii speialized to P .
After doing the above steps, the real life algorithm that produes Example 2.4
ompresses its output in the following way. If (Ii, Vi) and (Ij , Vj) are two dierent
pairs suh that σP (Ii) = σP (Ij) for all P ∈ Vj then these two are replaed by the
pair (Ii, Vi ∪ Vj).
Remark 6.7. The stratiation of the parameter spae produed by suh omputa-
tion is not unique. So we have to use prex quasi in quasi-denitive omputation,
beause the annihilators, as opposed to Bernstein-Sato polynomials, depend on the
parameters making it possible to slie the spae of parameters in many ways.
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